
ROLE OF WOMEN IN AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Women took on many roles in the Revolutionary War. Some of these roles were traditional while others were
unconventional and even.

Henry and Lucy were devoted to one another and she would join him whenever she could while he was on
campaign. Fifty-one women in Edenton , North Carolina signed an agreement officially agreeing to boycott
tea and other British products and sent it to British newspapers. Social Education 58 2 , , pp. But it makes a
difference to our understanding of warfare to include all roles women have played historically and to know
that women have also volunteered to defend and die for their country. Where does this stirring scenario leave
women and girls? Temple University,  During both the Revolution and the Civil War, women organized home
guard units and trained with weapons for defensive warfare. In the registration process Clinton returned all
those slaves that had run away from Loyalist sympathizers. Anne Bailey was discharged, fined, and put in jail
for two weeks. When a captured Confederate officer bore a son while in prison, a newspaper reported that "he
was undoubtedly not a man" Wiley  Black women brought freedom suits for one of the following legal
technicalities: there had been a fraudulent sale; the plaintiff's mother was not black enslavement was
determined by one's mother's status ; or the plaintiff had entered a manumission agreement and the
documentation had disappeared. Republican Motherhood After the war, after having a taste of their own
independence by running farms and businesses, American women were reticent to return to the claustrophobia
of the domestic sphere. For example, enslaved women living in Philadelphia, rather than waiting for their
husbands to return from fighting for the colonists, left with the British occupations in the late s and early s. By
the time she died in , she was collecting minimal pensions for her service from Massachusetts and the federal
government. Nurses were also paid poorly because their work was not seen as skilled employment. Their
presence was a declaration that everyone made sacrifices for the war cause. As a camp follower, a woman was
paid a small wage and was supplied with a half ration of food for herself. The same was true for women whose
husbands were patriots. Connected to these activities, women worked in the Homespun Movement. At the
start of the Revolution, the British army limited the number of women accompanying its troops to one woman
for every ten men, but this ratio later increased. In addition, frugality a lauded feminine virtue before the years
of the revolution likewise became a political statement as households were asked to contribute to the wartime
efforts. The nation started a trade with settlers in household goods made by Catawba women, who turned
traditional crafts into a profitable business. Many families lost members in the Revolution, either to the chaos
of the time or back to slavery. The other bullet was lodged too deep and her leg never fully healed. Defenders
A sixth role for women is defender.


